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Welcome!
So, we’ve seen off the first half of the Autumn term 2020! It’s
been a pretty tough gig so far, but from a PSHE perspective it’s
great to see the subject being at the forefront of school’s work
to support pupils and communities through these extraordinary
times. So, that’s something good for us to reflect upon!
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With the short, two-term ‘interim period’ granted by DfE for full
implementation of the new statutory requirements for RSHE
now underway, it is more important then ever that schools use
this additional time to make sure that they have either
completed all of their preparation and are good to go, or are
assured that this will be done in good time. If you need any
help on any aspect of this, please get in touch – whether you
are an existing customer of the service or not, we can help!
In this edition of the bulletin, we have the regular blend of
updates and stories all designed to make the lives of PSHEe
leads just that little bit easier. You’ll also find our training
calendar at the end of the bulletin if you or any other
colleagues need some CPD on PSHE-related themes.
Please note, the stories in this e-bulletin are sourced from a
range of services including the PSHE Association, Anti Bullying
Alliance and other organisations who focus on working to
support the health and wellbeing of children across topics
within the broad spectrum of PSHEe. Links to external websites
and organisations are provided but these do not necessarily
reflect the opinions of the S4S School Health & Wellbeing
Service. Previous issues of our service bulletins can be accessed
here.
The next edition of our half-termly bulletin will be with you in
January so until then, enjoy Bonfire Night and have a great
Christmas if we don’t see you before!

Reminder - ‘virtual-lite’ online
support package is now available
The S4S School Health and Wellbeing service recently
launched a virtual support package to add to our other
packages available to schools. The new ‘virtual-lite’
offer allows schools to have flexible on-line access to
the service, including specialist advice, guidance and
professional development opportunities.
This new online-only package would be ideal for those
schools and colleagues who are mainly looking for CPD
and those schools who would like the reassurance of
specialist advice and regular consultation sessions, but
at a level which is more ‘light-touch’.

The virtual-lite support package includes:
An initial 1-hour virtual planning/consultation meeting with our specialist PSHEe
advisor
Additional 1-hour virtual consultation session per term (can also be used for any
remote work task required by your school)
Priority booking onto any School Health & Wellbeing Service online training/webinar
session (maximum four places per academic year)
Priority booking onto our termly PSHEe Coordinators Virtual Network Meeting (one
place per school)
5% off additional support services available from the S4S School Health & Wellbeing
Service
All virtual sessions/meetings will be via online platforms such as Zoom, Microsoft
Teams or Google Meet.
The S4S School Health & Wellbeing Service is provided as a partnership between S4S
and Health & Wellbeing in Schools Ltd. If you’d like a chat about any of the help and
support that we can offer to schools around PSHEe, including the new virtual-lite
package or any bespoke need you might have, then please contact either
info@services4schools.org.uk or call 0333 772 1272 for further information.
You can also visit our section of the S4S website here for details of the service.

Personal, Social, Health and
Economic education updates
In this section we look at some recent news and developments across the PSHEe field…

PSHE Association launches more free resources!
As reported in the last edition, the PSHE Association recently launched a new set of drug
and alcohol education lessons for key stages 1-4. The resource packs include several
lesson plans and teaching resources for each key stage, as well as a comprehensive
teacher guidance document and a briefing paper on the evidence behind effective drug
and alcohol education.
The lessons were developed for Public Health England and are designed to address all
the drug and alcohol education requirements within the DfE statutory guidance for
Relationships Education, Relationships and Sex Education and Health Education and the
explicit learning opportunities in the PSHE Association Programme of Study. The
resources are free to download in PDF format, with additional PowerPoint versions only
available to members of the PSHE Association. These would be a particularly good basis
for schools looking to address drug education topics, perhaps also linking into any
locally produced materials to ensure that a bespoke drug education programme is
provided fitting to local need.
The Association has also just added a key stage one lesson to its ‘Our Sleep Factor’
materials, which means that these popular resources now cover KS1 – KS4. This is great
news for schools looking to address this important issue required within the new statutory
Health Education requirements.
Of the new KS1 resource, the PSHE Association’s Primary Subject Specialist Claire Keech
said:
“Young children need a lot of sleep but getting to sleep and staying asleep are not always
easy. Often a busy day or little time for rest and relaxation can make going to bed or
being ready for sleep a challenge. This lesson gives young pupils an opportunity to
explore some of the things that might keep them awake and what they can do to help
themselves form good sleep routines and habits. We are pleased to offer this lesson to
accompany and support the existing KS2 Sleep Factor lesson. Both are designed to be
taught as part of a spiral PSHE curriculum which promotes health and wellbeing.”
From what we heard at the PSHE Association Conference in October (see next story!),
these materials will soon be joined by more on topics such as inclusion, change, water
safety, FGM and more.

As a service we are also well-placed to help you with all elements of related work
around PSHE and statutory RSHE, including curriculum provision, so please get in
touch with us to find out how we can help you with your on-going work!

PSHE Association Autumn Conference – summary of key
points
Russell Stanley from Health & Wellbeing in Schools attended the recent online PSHE
Association Autumn Conference, so we thought we’d share some of the key points
from some of the keynote speakers!
Roary Pownall, HMI Curriculum Unit Subject Lead for PSHE, RSHE and Citizenship gave
a brief update to conference around statutory RSHE and Ofsted’s role in monitoring
this during this academic year when routine inspections begin again. As well as
noting the importance of RSHE to the inspection framework, he highlighted that
Ofsted will be looking at how, via the statutory requirements, pupils are helped to
stay safe, how leaders have prioritised mental health & wellbeing, and how schools
might be planning to teach about protected characteristics.
As a service we offer an ‘Ofsted & PSHE’ education training session, which we last ran
in October but will no doubt put on again soon, so if you are interested in this course
then please look out for it in the near future!
Professor Marilyn Holness from the University of Roehampton highlighted the need to
support newly qualified teachers/trainee teachers with the right tools and training to
be able to deliver PSHE education. This is especially important as most teachers
have received little or no specific training in teaching PSHE education safely and
effectively and NQT’s are often expected to start teaching PSHE immediately upon
qualifying! Did we mention that we offer CPD for staff across PSHE themes…?!
Finally, we heard the usual rousing and inspirational closing keynote address from
the PSHE Association’s CEO, Jono Baggaley, who emphasised how PSHE education is
purpose built to help children and young people deal with the main challenges of
our times (relating to health, relationships and economic uncertainty) and make the
most of their future lives and careers. He surmised that the importance of PSHE is
central in helping us all to be ‘human’. This linked in with the announcement of a new
‘research-wing’ of the Association – visit the website https://fullyhuman.org.uk/ for
more information.
We’d highly recommend attending the next conference when it is planned – not least
because it’s a great opportunity to understand just how well-valued and
important PSHE education is to so many colleagues. Heartening stuff!

More DfE guidance on implementation of new
statutory RSHE curriculum
Colleagues will probably be aware that the DfE issued some additional non-statutory
guidance around Relationships, Sex and Health Education (RSHE) recently. ‘Plan your
relationships, sex and health education’ was issued via the GOV.UK website on 24th
September as ‘information to help school leaders plan, develop and implement the new
statutory curriculum.’ It’s an essential read, but we thought that we’d pick out some of the
more important bits of this for you here!
In reality, quite a bit of what is in here is just reaffirming what the full statutory guidance
document was saying. However, there are some valuable new nuggets to go alongside
some of the key elements which are useful for all schools to check against. We most
strongly advise you to visit the GOV.UK website and take a look for yourself – as with the
statutory guidance document, much of the content is open to interpretation! As noted on
the GOV.UK website, the DfE states that the new non-statutory information “gives some
basic principles to help school leaders plan and prepare for the new statutory curriculum.
Schools have the flexibility to design their own curriculum to ensure it meets the needs of
pupils and the community, as well as the statutory requirements.”
It should be stressed that the initial statutory guidance document is still the most
important document to read alongside this new non-statutory information for a full and
accurate context.
The information released by the DfE from 24th September was split into the following handy
sections:
Creating a policy for the new curriculum
Adapting an existing programme of study
Deciding what to teach at primary and secondary level
Teaching these subjects
Planning your curriculum
Using external agencies
Choosing resources
Creating an inclusive classroom
Ensuring content is appropriate
Dealing with sensitive issues
Handling difficult questions
Right to request withdrawal
Identifying teachers’ needs
Assessment and evaluation

This makes it pretty easy to navigate around and pick
out any elements you want to look at in closer detail, as
well as seeing some of the newer supplementary bits
and advice that have been included in this guidance.
We would particularly draw your attention to some of
the content within the ‘using external agencies’ and
‘choosing resources’ sections as this is quite in-depth
around schools ensuring that they engage with
appropriate organisations and materials – interesting
stuff and seemingly very much in the zeitgeist of our
current climate…
A timely reminder too about the need for RSHE to be
accessible for pupils with SEND, which is a vital construct
of the new statutory requirements. And there’s also a
useful section on teacher wellbeing and training in
regard to delivering the materials.
Reassuringly, there is also a positive endorsement for
PSHEe leads that the new curriculum requirements are
absolutely essential in supporting pupils during the
current pandemic:
“Ahead of implementation, you will also want to
consider the impact of coronavirus (COVID-19) on the
delivery of the curriculum and adapt your approach, as
appropriate. Many topics within relationships, sex and
health education will support pupils with their
experience of the pandemic and engage with their
education as they return to school.”
So, all in all, this non-statutory update from the DfE is a
recommended read for PSHE leads, SLT and Governors
– be sure to share this with your colleagues! Again, this
can be accessed here via the GOV.UK website.
As a service we are well-placed to help you with all
elements of related work around statutory RSHE so
please get in touch with us to find out how we can help
you, whether you have fully implemented yet or not!

Beware of false communications!
Now that the new statutory RSHE requirements have become law, it seems that there
are some mischief makers out there attempting to muddy the waters for schools
around the implementation of the statutory guidance. For some time, it’s fair to say
that statutory RSHE has been prone to lots of misinformation about content and
resources, but it now seems that some schools are receiving emails urging them to
pause delivery of the new requirements based on some inaccuracies and improper
interpretation of the DfE non-statutory guidance update from 24th September, as
covered in the previous story.
One such email doing the rounds to some schools basically inaccurately suggest that
the 24th September DfE non-statutory guidance is somehow a ‘replacement’ of the full
statutory guidance requirements – and as such schools need to stop delivery and
once again review their RSE policy and practise. To be clear, the DfE have not said this
– if schools have already fully completed their preparation for delivery of the new
RSHE requirements, and their policy is clear and up to date, then they should continue
as planned. If schools are not yet ready to fully implement, for example they have not
yet finalised their RE/RSE policy or carried out parent engagement, then they should
complete this before they begin delivery of the new RE/RSE requirements, and make
sure that by the latest they begin implementation of the new curriculum by no later
than the first day of Summer term 2021, or sooner if possible.
So, if you get anything like this in your inbox or pigeonhole, then do please check its
source and intentions! By all means drop us a line via russell@schoolhwb.co.uk if you
get anything – always useful to see these things first-hand and to be able to share any
issues with colleagues.

Anti-Bullying
Week 2020
As colleagues will know, Anti-Bullying Week is a very well-established national week of action
to highlight the harms of bullying in all its forms. The Anti-Bullying Alliance are the official
organisers of Anti-Bullying Week, which this year will take place from Monday 16th November
- Friday 20th November 2020. The theme for Anti-Bullying Week 2020 is: United Against
Bullying. The week starts with Odd Socks Day to mark the first day of Anti-Bullying Week. As
the date approaches, the Anti-Bullying Alliance will be providing resources such as:

School tools including films and cross curricular activity ideas - these will be tailored to
ensure they can be delivered both face to face and online
School Staff Award where pupils can nominate their favourite anti-bullying member of
school staff - nominations open until Friday 16th October
Odd Socks Day to encourage us all to wear odd socks to school or work to highlight that we
are all unique on the first day of Anti-Bullying Week. The ABA have created a school and
workplace pack with support of children's TV star Andy Day and his band, Andy and the
Odd Socks
A toolkit for parents and carers - to help them bring Anti-Bullying Week to life at home
This quote from the Anti-Bullying Week 2020 manifesto for change explains the ethos behind
this year’s focus:
“This year, more than ever, we’ve witnessed the positive power that society can have when we
come together to tackle a common challenge.”
“Anti-Bullying Week is no different. Bullying has a long-lasting effect on those who experience
and witness it. But by channelling our collective power, through shared efforts and shared
ambitions, we can reduce bullying together. From parents and carers, to teachers and
politicians, to children and young people, we all have a part to play in coming together to make
a difference.”
“We’re all a piece in the puzzle, and together, we’re united against bullying.”
As we do every year, we would urge all schools to use this week as an opportunity to focus in
on the issues of bullying and ensure that the work that you do all year-round is celebrated and
acknowledged by all.
Visit the website to find out more, register and pledge your support.
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There are some good resources for schools to use from upper KS2 onwards in the ‘Every
Mind Matters’ section covering topics around mental wellbeing like:

Worry
Social media
Sleep
Body image
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Signposting and partners
In this section we hand over some space to highlight services which might be beneficial to schools’
work around the PSHEe and health and wellbeing agenda.

Wider Possibilities CIC
We are pleased to announce that the provider of the S4S School Health & Wellbeing
Service, Health & Wellbeing in Schools, has just teamed up with another like-minded
organisation to start a new Community Interest Company (or CIC, for short!)
Wider Possibilities CIC is a brand new social enterprise partnership between our good
friends at Wider Learning and Health & Wellbeing in Schools which aims to work with
children, young people, parents/carers and other community members by supporting,
preparing and enabling them to lead healthy, happy and fulfilled lives.
The CIC has a number of aims around health, wellbeing, resilience, creating peer
support networks, building confidence and self-esteem to promote healthier, selfsustaining communities by empowering the people in them. Although the CIC is just
starting out, we have loads of great ideas for how we can work with communities,
including schools, so we would love to be able to share these with any professionals or
schools who might be interested in working with us and hear from colleagues who might
have some suggestions for pieces of work of their own. As a CIC, we are obviously in the
position of being able to apply for funding from sources not normally open to schools, so
we would really value the input from colleagues on what they feel their communities
need most – we can then build programmes to help address these.
As a new organisation (albeit made up of very experienced professionals!) we are
mindful of the need to build a track record and reputation to be able to attract grant
funding which will allow us to create and offer the kind of programmes we know will
make a real difference to people. So, with this in mind, we would be really keen to hear
from any schools or education-based colleagues in the Midlands region who would be
interested in the co-production of some parent or community engagement
programmes, workshops etc. across a range of themes in the health and wellbeing
bracket. The kind of things we have in mind would link in well with many of the broader
themes contained within PSHE education, but be aimed at supporting parents and carers
to better engage with and support their children around some of the themes which they
might feel less confident about. Wider Possibilities CIC would then look to deliver these
programmes with parents/carers on an initial basis as a pilot in school.
If you would like to get in touch with Wider Possibilities CIC for an initial, informal
discussion about any ideas you might have, then please drop Russell Stanley an email
via Health & Wellbeing in Schools and we can see where it takes us –
russell@schoolhwb.co.uk. Exciting times!

1decision – Early Years Portal launched!
Regular readers will know that we are signed-up fans of the 1decision Primary PSHE resources!
So, it’s great to be able to share some exciting news about the launch of a new set of 1decision
materials in the form of an Early Years portal!
As you would expect, the resources have been designed to meet the needs of the Development
Matters Framework and cover a number of key areas but, in particular, elements of PSED.
1decision have also taken young children’s need for high quality, interactive resources into
consideration in the production of these new materials, which aligns closely to the approach of
the wider 1decision programme further up the primary phase. All of the resources within the
portal have been designed following consultation with early years specialists, school leaders, and
in response to overwhelming levels of requests from existing 1decision primary school
customers for good quality, EYFS resources which link into the requirements in Key Stages One
& Two.
The Early Years portal covers many sensitive topics such as tackling racism, understanding
different learning needs, separation anxiety and much, much more. Children are guided through
the Early Years resources by the colourful Rainbow Drop characters. Throughout these resources,
the Rainbow Drops go on many adventures and learn a lot about the wider world that they live
in!
And in even better news, the 1decision Early Years Portal was recently shortlisted as a finalist in
the ‘Healthy and Happy’ category of the Teach Early Years Awards 2020 - and achieved their
three-star award! Congratulations on your first award, guys!
To take a look at the Early Years Portal, and to also sign-up for a free trial of the resources, then
visit the 1decision website here.
We have also arranged a 5% discount for schools who are interested in buying any of the
1decision programmes and resources – simply quote code rec1d-003 when you order and
1decision will automatically deduct 5% from your order. Can’t say fairer than that really!

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

Our popular professional development training sessions run throughout the academic
year, with courses offered across a range of themes related to PSHE education. These
training sessions are open to all, regardless of whether your school is signed up to a
service support package with us or not and are priced at just £49 per delegate. Online
sessions will run via suitable platforms such as Zoom, Microsoft Teams or Google Meet.
We are also able to offer Inset or ‘twilight’ training opportunities to enable schools to
effectively deliver key learning points to wider groups of staff, either virtually or in school.
We can develop bespoke sessions on PSHEe-related themes if schools have additional or
combined topics they would like to address.
A variety of introductory Governor-specific training sessions are also available, aimed at
raising awareness around health and wellbeing themes, such as RSE, Health Education
and Mental Health and Emotional Wellbeing. These can be delivered both virtually and in
school to Governors to make them as accessible as possible. And as ever, if you are
looking for any other training in PSHEe related subjects or have some suggestions for
additional sessions that you might be interested in, then please get in touch.

You can get further information about all of these courses and book onto them by
visiting the S4S training and development website and clicking on the workforce
development section.

Contact details
Don’t be a stranger - we would love to hear from you! Contact us via:
E:info@services4schools.org.uk
or russell@schoolhwb.co.uk

